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ROBERT CR OGHAN: Taking
mer it out of sys tem.

NECESSARY MOVES: Dep ar tment of Citywide
Ad ministrative Ser vices C ommissioner Mar th a
Hirst dismissed f ears that mov ing titles into the

Non-Co mpetitive Class wou ld in vite favoritism and
corr uption , saying she b elieved that the mo ves

recognized ‘a change in the nature of the wo rkfor ce
and a change in the type of work that gets do ne in

agencies.’
The Chief-Lea der/Mich el Fri ang

Civil Service Revisions: Unions, City Butt Heads

Are Changes Too Flexible?
By ARI PAUL

The Bloomberg administration and the municipal unions
continue to clash over City Hall’s effort to reduce
provisional workers, with officials claiming they are
moving swiftly to comply with the state’s mandate and
labor leaders countering that the process is being misused
to erode civil service rights.

Speaking before the City Council’s Civil Service and
Labor Committee June 15, Department of Citywide
Administrative Services Commissioner Martha Hirst
boasted a number of victories. She said that through
enhanced exammechanisms, including the opening of a
second computerized testing center in Brooklyn earlier
this month as well as on-line exams, DCASwas about to
eliminate 1,276 provisionals in the title of Child
Protective Specialist and nearly 800 in the title of Traffic

Enforcement Agent. “This is huge,” she said.

2,000 Short of ReductionGoal

But Ms. Hirst acknowledged that overall
the five-year plan beginning in October
2008 has reduced the provisional count by
just 8,473, missing a target of 10,509, in
part because a deal to divest New York
City Transit and Triborough Bridge and
Tunnel Authority hiring from DCAShas
yet to be finalized.

“We need to be able to do more of this
type of work more quickly,” she said.

The five-year plan is the result of a
mandate from the State Legislature to
reduce the number of provisional
employees, who technically are supposed
to only briefly fill job vacancies but have been found to fill titles for several years without taking a civil
service examor gaining full job-protection rights. The plan involves DCASholding more exams per year
for titles that require them, but would also move certain titles fromthe Competitive Class to the
Non-Competitive Class as well as broadband and consolidate titles in order to reduce the number of
exams it would have to offer.

‘Non-Comp Corruption’

Calling the creation of more Non- Competitive titles a “joy to any corrupt person,” Organization of Staff
Analysts Chairman Robert Croghan charged that in the guise of complying with the mandate, the
Bloomberg administration is attempting to return the city’s hiring process to the days of Tammany Hall
and the doling out of patronage jobs.

“It is clear that the people who work for DCAShave been doing a very good job of trying to get exams
held,” he said in an interview. “The extent to which either the mayoral administration or the leadership at
DCASfully wishes to adhere to civil service law is much more in doubt. All of their efforts for the
reclassification move in the direction of getting rid of civil service rather than complying with the original
law.”
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At first glance, moving titles into the Non-Competitive Class makes the city government’s hiring process
more like that of a private company, without the costly and cumbersome bureaucracy that has to create
exams and rank eligibles. It gives more discretion to managers to evaluate candidates themselves.

In public service, such a move is unacceptable for some unions, which believe that this returns
government to the days of politically connected and ambitious administrators giving jobs to their loyalists,
rather than having the testing system produce candidates based solely on merit. As for broadbanding and
consolidating civil service titles, unions fear that promotion in city agencies will be based on whom
managers personally favor, rather than which front-line employee is most qualified to move up through
the ranks.

‘Loyalty Isn’t to Public’

“All my life in the civil service I have seen the extent to which, especially the central office areas, the
corruption can go on,” said Mr. Croghan, a 40-plus-year veteran of the system. “You are not responsible
to the public whatsoever, but

to] the person who gave you the job.”

DCAShas long held that it will only move jobs into the Non-Competitive class if holding exams for a
small number of candidates is too costly, or if there are industry standards to which DCAScan defer: for
example, using the bar exam as a requirement when the city hires Attorneys. Ms. Hirst said that the
reclassification process would be and is “ transparent” and that it aimed to “rid the systemof overlapping
and redundant titles” in order to create a “more-manageable” system.

Commissioner Hirst also rejected labor’s contention that DCASwas more concerned with eliminating
Competitive Class titles than holding more exams.

“I would say that this is an inaccurate assessment,” she said. “In other words, it’s wrong.”

Ms. Hirst argued that even Non- Competitive Class titles have objective criteria to which candidates are
subjected.

Allows Adjustments for Change

“People have to meet the requirements that that type of position would require,” she said. “It’s a way of
recognizing a change in the nature of the workforce and a change in the type of work that gets done in
agencies.”

But unions still have their doubts.

“The constitution has a very high standard in terms of what’s impracticable,” said Arthur Cheliotes,
president of Communications Workers of America Local 1180. “Most skills are tested for. You can’t get
through school without being tested for something. If testing is good through the educational system, if
testing is good to qualify people for licensing, if testing is good for all these other categories—especially
when you’re talking about public-sector jobs, where access to those jobs is really a matter of people
knowing that there’s a level playing field—you want to make sure that everyone has a fair chance to get
these jobs, especially in these tough economic times.”
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